Dear Marloes and friends,
I am so happy to present to you the third phase of the project update. Really
everybody here at school is so proud of you whenever we look at the big tank and
everything that is being done. It has already collected some water. I hope next
season will fill it.
The first work of the tank looks to be completed because it was well constructed.
The only simple thing that is remaining is to put a boundary on it so as to prevent
the children from playing on it.
Below are the photos up to finishing.

THE AND THE STOVES.

When we completed the tank, we started off with the kitchen at the Deafblind
section. It is not so big, but of a reasonable size. On it we put two stores; One for
the children and another for the matron.
Below is how it is.

INSTALLATION OF THE STOVES.
We looked for a very good engineer for the stoves and he really did the work very
well. We changed the plan for the stoves from two source pans and an oven to
three source plans and a separate oven which uses charcoal. We saw that it was
good to have a separate oven because it economizes fire wood.
Really from the steps you can tell that they were well done.

Engineer finishing the stoves.

The oven with the stove.

We tried to use both the oven and the stove to prove that they are really working
well before sending you the photos. They are really so good not only by
appearance, but also in use.

THE CILO.
The work of the Cilo is moving on well. It would be completed by this time, but we
got a problem of getting good big poles because people are keeping them for
Electrical poles. This delayed us, but at last we got them.
Below are the photos of how it has been constructed.

We thought that it would be so good to first construct the seats on which the poles
are put as you have seen in the above photos because we are so much disturbed
by termites in this area. So this will prevent the poles from being eaten.

This shows how it was constructed inside. The raised part is for the beans then
below it for maize.

I hope by the end of the coming week, it will be finished.

AGRICULTURAL TOOLS.
We have bought almost all the garden tools except the machines I am still looking
for good one. I hope I will go back to Kampala next week to look for those of a
good quality.
Others are in the pictures.

TREE PLANTING;

We prepare the land, but we have not yet planted the trees because the rain was
very little and it did not take long as is has been in this season. So we waited
thinking that it would increase and also rain up to the end of the season, but it has
been totally different.
Really the season has betrayed us because even the maize we planted was
destroyed when it had not reached the age of flowering. You can see how it
appeared.

When we look at this maize and other plants, we feel it is good that we had not
yet planted our tree for the reason because we would be in total loss like that of
maize.
We have saved the money for that for the coming season.

